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Extended abstract

WDM technology is an emerging technology to enhance the capacity
of the existing fiber plant. The throughput is in the order of tens or
hundreds of Gbitls, even in the order of Tbitls [1,2]. This urges on
finding adequate and cost effective means to survive failures in the
network. In this paper restoration techniques in WDM networks are
discussed and their spare capacity requirement is compared.
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Only single link failures are considered as in large scale networks a
cable break or line system failure is supposed to happen more likely
than a node failure. Besides in a node vital parts can be protected by
duplicating some equipment. Note that a line system termination is
physically located in a node, but its failure affects the link and does
not affect the node!
Three restoration strategies are considered: link restoration, path
restoration and path restoration with link-disjunct route (or the last
one also called backup path restoration). Restoration is understood as
rerouting through a reconfiguration of crossconnects. In WDM
networks we distinguish wavelength routing networks and
wavelength translating networks. In wavelength translating networks
the crossconnects are equipped with wavelength converters and
therefore there is no constraint on the wavelengths used by the
restoration route. The signal may be routed on different wavelengths
in the sequential links of the route. In wavelength routing networks
however, there are wavelength constraints on the restoration routes.
In case of link restoration only the channel in the interrupted link
which might be part of a route, is rerouted and must therefore be
rerouted on the same wavelength as the rest of the path.
In case of path restoration the transmitters can be tunable or spare
transmitters on other wavelengths are available. In that case a route
on another wavelength is allowed for rerouting, otherwise a route on
the original wavelength must be found. It is clear that the same
wavelength must be available along the entire route as there is no
possibility of wavelength conversion in the intermediate nodes.
To be able to reroute, spare capacity must be assigned in the network.
This spare capacity assignment for each of these strategies is
performed by using Integer Linear Programming (ILP) [3,4]. The
problem is therefore expressed in a linear model. Linear
Programming (LP) finds a lower bound for the specified problem and
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an interrupted branch and bound process returns an integer solution
which is a rounded solution of the LP-solution.
In terms of spare capacity requirement, link restoration is most
expensive, but when implemented as restoration technique in a
network, it allows a fast rerouting upon a failure. Path restoration is
cheaper but the restoration process takes longer as the interrupted
paths upon a failure are rerouted separately. Releasing capacity of
interrupted paths on intact links allows capacity reuse on this links
and therefore less spare capacity to be fully restorable. However, the
drawback is that it requires more reconfiguration actions in the
network.

The third studied restoration technique, path restoration with linkdisjunct route, uses for each path one restoration route that can be
used in case of a breakdown of the working path due to any link
failure. By optimising the choice of the restoration route per path,
this technique requires less spare capacity than link restoration and
only slightly more than path restoration. However, it is simpler to
implement than path restoration as only one restoration route must be
stored for each path.
The remarks above hold for wavelength translating networks. It is
expected that they do as well for wavelength routing networks. The
benefit of wavelength conversion for static routing was already found
to be low [5]. For the spare capacity assignment and rerouting
problem first results show that we can expect to come to the same
conclusion.
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